
23. QUALITY CONTROL PLOTSFOR EVALUATING CO-RELATIONS

This chapter describes asimple graphical method for studying the relationships between pairs of
person measures, pairs of item calibrations or any other pairs ofvalues intended to display a co-relation .
This method replaces the elusive numerals of correlation andregression coefficient(s) with easy to see
pictures for describing relationships between pairs of values .

PROBLEMS WITHCORRELATIONANDREGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

Thetraditional approach to investigate arelationship betweenpairs ofvalues has been to calculate
a correlation coefficientand stop there. The single number which results is used to describe the relation
betweenthepaired values . Buthowcananysinglenumber dojusticeto apotentially complex relationship
so completely andso fully that no further information is of interest?

Thecorrelation coefficient attempts to summarize in onenumber all the information contained in
allpairs ofvalues underconsideration. Thesingle resultingnumberis only occasionallyevaluated in terms
ofits standard error andeven less often dis-attenuated forthe measurement error inevitably contained in
the estimation of the pairs of values compared .

Dis-attenuationformeasurementerror should always be done foreverycoefficientusedto quantify
arelation betweenpairs ofvalues . Dis-attenuation for measurementerroris called for in everyregression
analysis . Andthere are further problems to consider. Theusual regression analysis assumesthere is no
errorin the independentvariable(s) and thaterrorinthedependentvariable awayfrom the modeled relation
is entirely random and the only error expected . But usually the independent variables themselves are
estimates containing their own error of estimation .

Relationship analysis needs to identify, separate and separately consider:

(1)

	

modeled error, the explicit stochastic part of the relational theory implemented by
the regression analysis,

(2)

	

measurement error, an unavoidable part of all values in the analysis which depend
on a prior estimation procedure, and

model misfit error, the discrepancybetween the general theory modeled and the
particular data which is beingexamined forthe extentto which itconstrains or contradicts
the theory modeled.

These misunderstandings occur whenever simple correlation or regression coefficients are
accepted as sufficient summaries of relationships . These single values give only the barest and most
incomplete description ofthe situation . They arebasedon thepresumption thatnothingis happeningin the
data except asimple linear relationship between two exactly known variables which can be captured by
onecoefficientas asingle value. To presumethis condition is to specify in advance that all people or items
whosepairs ofvalues areusedto computethecorrelation arenothingmore than randomexamples of asingle,
simple linear relationship .
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To say this again: When we rely upon a correlation coefficient to convey all that is operating in
the relationship betweenaset of datapoints, we are reducing all the people oritemsexamined to the status
ofequivalentexamples ofwhateverthe single, simple linear relationship is determined to be . Every person

' or item is reduced to being exchangeable in demonstrating the one relationship presumed in the data.

This conceptual reduction is notonly never true but also neveruseful . Reducing anyrelationship
to asingle number denies andconceals all ofthe interesting individual behavioroccurring in the data. The
reduction prevents any realization of the diagnostic capacity of the data . To routinely discard this rich
potential is not good science.

INVESTIGATINGCO-RELATIONSHIPS USINGPLOTS

We give each pair of values its ownidentity when we plot their location . Instead of reducing the
data to a single correlation coefficient, the paired instances ofthetwo variables are plotted againsteach
other so thatevery data point represents a relation between the paired values - a relation thatinvites further
investigation before summarizing.

Everyplotted point should be clearly labeled so that unusual points canbe examinedto determine
their specificity. When apointrepresents twomeasures on twovariables for aparticularperson,that point
is specific to that person . Ifthe person is better in spelling than in arithmetic, their data point is uniquely
informative about thataspect ofthat person . This isquitebeyond andfar more interesting than anygeneral
correlation which may be observed between spelling and arithmetic .

The first stepin addressing the problemofco-relation is overlooked when the plot ofpaired values
is not drawn, notlabeled and not carefully studied for the particular identities of unusual points .

Some people find it difficult to examine aplot by inspection . They do not derive benefit from a
simple examination because the plot is not set up in awaythat tells them astory aboutwhat mightbe seen
in their data .

LABELSFORPLOTTEDPOINTS

In order to interpret plots we need to enable the plotted points to bring out the purpose of the plot
andto make the story contained in the points immediately visual . Careful attention to labeling enables us
to make visible the idiosyncratic and diagnostic possibilities in the data.

It is essential to label each point with a label that identifies in each plot what each point stands for
i .e . male (M)orfemale (F), black (B) or white (W), married(m) or not (n). We can't investigate whether
points are as expected or discover a pattern, if we cannot see what the points stand for. If we discover
clusters of points we need to see on the graph what characteristics the clustered points share and do not
share. This means we will replot the same points but with differing label sets to bring outthe dominant
patterns .

We need ways to label points so that anyorganization they manifest will be immediately apparent,
so that we cansee what the points indicate. Thelabeling ofpoints mustbe as comprehensiveandas versatile
as possible . When labeling clutters up the plot or becomes tooextreme to show on the plot itself, then a
codenumber canbegiven each pointandan accompanying legend (located nextto oron the plot) constructed
so that the points can be quickly identified andtheir pattern understood.
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Themore comprehensivethe legend, the more assistance it will provide in investigating the nature
of the plotted points . Graphical notations printed in position on the plot, however, communicate more
quickly than text in a legend. Thus it is useful to develop versatility in successively altering point
identification andreplotting the same data so asto bring out the main patterns contained in thedataby making
them visible on the graph itself.

IDENTITY LINES

Labeling data points andproviding alegendare notenough. We must go further anddraw into the
plot a line (or curve) that represents the main question to be investigated by these data - the main question
which the plot is intended to answer. This "identity (of the question asked) line" should be a smooth,
preferably (with datatransformed so that it becomes) straight line drawnso that it marksthehypothesized
path of thepresumed relationship betweenthe two variables.

To expedite the visual interpretation ofany plot, it is important to adjustthe scales ofthe horizontal
and vertical axes so that the resulting"space" revealed is square. When this adjustment achieves acomplete
equation, the simplest version of this identity line goes through the origin with aslope of one, proceeding
at a45 degree angle across the plot from lower left to upper right and indicating apositive relationship
between two variables on the same scale.

0

0

Theexpected
relation

45%

This simplest identity line specifies that the twosets ofvalues are intended to measurethe "same"
thing from the same origin on the same scale: inches-to-inches, pounds-to-pounds or the logits-to-logits
ofcommonly calibrated items.

If, in a study of item bias, we co-calibrate items to a common scale, we can plot pairs of item
calibrations andusethe identity line to model"nobias"betweenthe twocalibrations . The line showswhich
itempoints do notfit the "nobias" hypothesis representedbytheidentity line andhencewhichitemsrequire
further investigation .

Usually the two values plotted originate on somewhat different scales . For pairs of measures,
origins and scales are usually expected to be different. Then, auseful representation of the hypothesized
relationship maybe adifferent kind of identity linethat passes through themeansofthetwosets ofvalues
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with aslope equal to the ratio oftheir standard deviations . Againthe best choice ofhorizontal and vertical
scales is one that makes the resulting plot fill out a square .

An appealing andseeminglyequivalent approach is to standardize the values of each variable by
subtracting a meanMfrom each value Xand dividing the difference by a standard deviation S:

z=
X-M
S

When these standardized zvalues are plotted, the hypothesis bearing identity line once again goes
through the origin with a slope of one.

Theshortcoming ofthis standardization is that it draws ourattention away fromthe metric(s) ofthe
original variables . It is seldom useful to forgetwhatthe original metrics stand for. That metric information
canbe a key to understanding the data plot .

Thus it is usually more informative to retain the original metrics of the variables and not to
standardize. Thatplaces thehypothesis bearing identitylinethrough the intersection ofthemeanswithslope
determined by the ratio of the standard deviations .

THEHYPOTHESIS REPRESENTEDBYTHEIDENTITYLINE

Theidentity line represents thehypothesis of aperfect relationship . The utility ofthe identity line
is that it guides the eye in examiningthe data points with respect to the hypothesis . We canseewhichdata
points are close to the identity line and which points are far from it and thence indicative of a particular
and identifiable digression from the perfect relation hypothesized.

Thedeviations are the exceptions, the unexpected digressions from the perfect idea indicated by
the identity line . Theidentity line also guides the eye to locations where no data points exist. The data
points whichfollow theidentity line confirmour expectations . Thedatapoints that deviate contradict our
expectations . The data points that are missing show us where we are uninformed .

Thestatistical model used with most correlations is a null hypothesis of zero correlation between
thetwovariables. Butwhen wemodela relationship, the relevantnull hypothesis is seldomzero butrather
a perfectrelation as close tooneas measurementerror allows . This more useful "null hypothesis" ofperfect
relation is the one relevant to measurement analysis .

CONSTRUCTING QUALITYCONTROLLINES

How can we show the extent of expected error in a plot? How can we make allowance for
measurementerror visible in the plot? Howcanwe visualize error dis-attenuation? Theanswer is to draw
in quality control lines to guideinspection of the data plot and to provide guidelines for seeing how close,
statistically speaking, our estimated points are to the identity line, given their errors ofmeasurement.

These error guidelines are constructed in the same wayas the statistics used in industrial quality
control. We draw two boundary lines, one above, onebelow the identity line, to guide inspection of data
points . These lines make the statistical boundaries of our hypothesis visible.



We usually construct this pair of boundaries so that they enclose 95% of the data points which
measurement error around a perfect relation would produce . These boundary lines enclose a region
containing two standard errors of measurement around the identity line in each direction :

MEANSANDSTANDARDDEVIATIONS
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The Hypothesized
Relation

Quality control lines enable visual evaluation of the datapoints . They show us the identity "line"
andthe identity "region" ; the area aroundthe identity line in which it isreasonable for datapoints to occur,
given the measurement error .

Data points which fall within the control lines can be accepted as statistically equivalent to the
identity line and hence to the hypothesized relation . These data points do not contradict the hypothesis
represented by the identity line .

Datapointswhich lie outside the control lines are, however, instances whichcontradictthe identity
line i .e . the hypothesis. Each outlying point is a visible contradiction to the hypothesis and consequently
each outlying pointneeds to be identified and investigated in orderto understand andexplain whathasbeen
observed, in order to discover the meaning of the contradiction .

If, when studying a sample ofpeople who have been measured on two variables, we findthat their
paired measures follow an identity line, then the paired measures are clearly on a single variable and the
two initial variables are empirically co-dimensional, at least for these people .

Even when two variables are both conceptually and empirically co-dimensional, there will still
be some individuals for whomtherelationship doesnothold, some exceptions . Inclusion of these deviant
values in calculatingmeans and standard deviations for these data, however, disturbs these two commonly
used reference statistics .

We want to determine the extent to which the data follow the line which asserts and/or supports
ourintendedhypothesis. Tomake this determination we begin by evaluating all ofthe datapoints in terms
of our theory .



Without any theory to guide our observations we are only fishing for something we cannot yet
describe . This is not research but blind groping. While there may be times when we find ourselves
perplexed by ameasurementproblem, that confusion is neither optimal nor scientific .

Outliers are contradictory data points . They become unusual in the light of our expectations and

so in need of investigation. To include outlying values together with those data points that confirm the
hypothesis in computingmeansandstandarddeviations is to remain confused by ourowndata. Meansand
standard deviations are vulnerable to extreme values . Outliers distort the conclusions we come to .
We want robust statistics that are not unduly influenced incentral location anddispersion by idiosyncratic,
extreme values .

Statistics like the median andinterquartile range are sometimes advocated as useful becausethese
statistics are less influenced by extreme values . Their disadvantage is that they lack precision andpower.
What we want is notthemean andstandard deviation of all values, exceptions included, but themean and
standard deviation of just those values which follow the identity line and hence do not contradict the
hypothesis of ashared dimensionality .

As we survey a plot we need aconvenientandconsistent wayto exclude the outliers . When deviant
data points are identified we want to recomputemeans and standard deviations without including these
deviant points and then to re-draw the identity and control lines so that they represent only the points of
the subsampleofpeople whoconfirm the hypothesis of ageneral relationship andnotthose of the people
who contradict it.

This does notmean that we throw the other dataaway. On the contrary, itis importantto investigate
all the data, andmost especially the deviant data points . But, it is necessary to determine what criteria is
to be used in making the decision concerning deviance . If our hypothesis is depicted by an identity line,
then statistically significant deviations are those data points beyond the quality control boundary lines .
These values, then, becausethey are different, do not belong when calculating thesummary statistics used
to locate the identity and control lines .

Usually when data plots are examined it is easy to see whether the points are following a line .
Sometimes we see two groups of points that follow two lines:

or
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No statistic can determine which of thetwolines we should use as ourexpectation, ourintended
hypothesis,andwhich to consider asdeviant, however. We must identify the datapoints involvedandthen
engage in the hard work ofthinking clearly aboutour intentions andhowthey emerge inthe data plot . That
is the only way to determine what reasonable hypothesis they support.



An average, even when successively adjusted for deviations is, nevertheless, only an estimate of
central location . No automatic strategy canprovide the detectivework andspeculative inspiration needed
forcreative analysis . No automatic technique can substitute forpatientinvestigation, visual inspection and
careful thought. No automatic process canexamine the data points in such away as to replace intelligent
review . Theevaluation ofunexpected data points requires the combined efforts of data analyst andcontent
specialist so thateach canencouragethe other to investigate all possible hunches concerning the patterns
manifested in the plot.

Twootherchaptersprovide examples of this : Chapter 8 (p.57), Identifying ItemBias andChapter
9 (p.65), Control Lines for Item Plots.
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